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Participants doing basic life saving exercise on 4CA first aid training

Russell communities learn
First Aid skills

Chief Raymond Valasikala of
Karumulun in Russell Islands has
praised and thanked Red Cross
and SIDT for conducting the first
ever first aid training on the island.
“This training was the first of its
kind to reach our rural people in
these three communities, Marulaon, Karumulun and Baisen and
Fly Harbor School. Accidents and
even disasters are not planned and
now being equipped with the first
help care is something rewarding
for us,” he said.
The Child Centered Climate
Change Adaptation (4CA) Coordinator Mr Jamal Namo said that
the training was supported by SIDT
as part of its 4CA Project activities
in building community capacity on
first aid skills.
The training, conducted by Mr
Keitu Netaia from Red Cross, covered basic skills to dealing with

casualty and practical hands on
sessions in which participants undertook mock exercises, Mr Namo
said.
Speaking at the closing ceremony, Mr. Lampio Gerea, SIDT Program Manager congratulated the
participants for the successful completion of the training. He shared
his experience that through the
same training, he helped to save a
life in a car accident in Honiara.
Twenty three participants including six students from the Fly Harbor
Primary School were awarded certificates of completion in the First
Aid skills training at Marulaon.
SIDT’s 4CA project is supported
by AFAP and Plan international.
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Eyes opened to effective meetings

One of the participants at a recent workshop on how to run an effective meeting has described gthe
training as a real eye opener for
many of the villagers.
Mr Atkinson from Marulaon in
West Russell Islands, said told
SIDT monthly news, that long and
disorganized meetings had been
a concern in the community. He
recalled some village meetings he
had attended taking a couple of
hours and having concluded with
few people remaining and with no
positive outcomes.
He said the effective training conducted by SIDT had covered important components such as how
to develop an agenda, planning
and setting of meeting, facilitating
and follow up of action points and
minute taking.
SIDT workshop facilitator, Eddie
Bira, said the workshop participants also had a feel of how to facilitate an effective meeting through
a mock meeting session.
The two day training was highly
praised and appreciated by the
communities as their problems
about ineffective meetings had
been solved through SIDT’s assistance, Mr Bira said.
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Worskhop participants with their certificates

An elderly participant making a presentation during the training
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It was an eyesore in seeing
the once beautiful landscape
decorated with evergreen trees,
shrubs, gardens and natures
unique creations all gone in seconds replaced by the bare earth,
uprooted trees, pieces of rocks
and shredded food gardens.
Honiara City experienced the
bus strike saga but for SIDT, one
of the renowned local NGOs in
the Solomon Islands was a day
of mixed feelings. At the core
was the excavation done on the
hillside just next to the SIDT office that destroyed the environment and also posed risk to the
SIDT building tenants and the
public who frequent the short
cut road to the settlements behind the hill.
Events began, as they so often do with a communication
breakdown. The ABA Company
delivered a letter to the Director
of SIDT informing the organization about its planned activities
on the hillside and SIDT claimed
that the letter of notice was unprofessional, arriving on the day
work began and so it was not
accepted.
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SIDT sitting on a brink of
commercial development

Damages made behind SIDT office building

The situation was tense but
thanks to the ABA Company and
SIDT management who managed to reach an understanding
in dealing with the issue professionally and with the relevant
authorities, the Honiara City
Council and the Department of

Excavator in distance digging the ground

Lands.
Although negotiations are still
underway to try to reach some
options favorable to both parties, the once beautiful landscape will not come back to life
again.

An access road dug behind SIDT towards Solomon Star building
Newspage
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SIDT attended Gao Bugotu Constituency Forum

A Constituency Forum was successfully organized and held at Lepi
Village in the Gao Bugotu Constituency from the 29th to 31st of July
by the MP and Minister of Environment, Meteorology and Conservation Honorable Samuel Manetoali.
The aim of the forum was to bring
together leaders within the constituency and government, NGOs and
investors.
The gathering presented a unique
avenue for all participants to learn
from each other and assist leaders
of the constituencies to plan with
the MP on development needs and
programs.
Representatives from Honiara
included the PNG High Commissioner, Senior Government Officials from various ministries, major
funders such as DFAT, businesses
which operated in the constituencies plus the two major mining
companies (still in prospecting
stage) in the constituency, Axiom
and Sumitomo.
Reps from these different organizations did brief presentations on
the role of the establishments, and
the constituents were given the opportunity to ask questions.
SIDT was represented at the Gao
Bugotu Constituency Forum by
the Program Manager Lampio Gerea and Property Manager Joseph
Majo who is also from the constituency.
As a local NGO which had
worked with communities within the
constituency (such as Sigana and
surrounding communities), SIDTs
support for these communities was
highly acknowledged and appreciated during the whole program.
In presenting SIDTs role in Solomon Islands, the two managers
encouraged other communities in
Gao Bugotu to follow the path that
SITAPUNA has taken.
The presentation of SITAPUNAs
achievements following its engagement with SIDT was among the
highlights of the three day forum.
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Cutting of ribbon to officially open the forum by Isabel Premier James Habu (centre)
and PNG High Commissioner Fred Yakasa (right)

SIDT Rep Joseph Majo making a presentation during the forum

